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Lone Star Politics Jun 14 2021 In Texas, myth often clashes with the reality of everyday governance. The Nacogdoches author team (Ken Collier, Steven Galatas, &
Julie Harrelson-Stephens) of Lone Star Politics explores the state’s rich political tradition and explains who gets what, and how by setting Texas in context with other
states’ constitutions, policymaking, electoral practices, and institutions. Critical thinking questions and unvarnished “Winners and Losers” discussions guide
students toward understanding Texas government. This Fifth Edition expands its coverage of civil rights in the state, and includes the contemporary issues that
highlight the push and pull between federal, state, and local governments.
The Mammoth Book of Best New SF 14 Mar 31 2020 This hugely acclaimed collection is now in its 14th successful year, and Gardner Dozois's selection for 2001
maintains its high standards of excellence with more than 25 SF stories from contemporary talents such as John Kessel, Ursula K Le Guin, Nancy Kress, Paul J.
McAuley, Alastair Reynolds, Brian Stableford, Stephen Baxter, Greg Egan, Charles Stross, Ian McDonald and many other bright stars of SF, as well as the usual
thorough summation of the year and recommended reading lists.
Biscuits, the Dole, and Nodding Donkeys Sep 17 2021 When the venerable historian Norman D. Brown published Hood, Bonnet, and Little Brown Jug in 1984, he
earned national acclaim for revealing the audacious tactics at play in Texas politics during the Roaring Twenties, detailing the effects of the Ku Klux Klan, newly
enfranchised women, and Prohibition. Shortly before his death in 2015, Brown completed Biscuits, the Dole, and Nodding Donkeys, which picks up just as the
Democratic Party was poised for a bruising fight in the 1930 primary. Charting the governorships of Dan Moody, Ross Sterling, Miriam “Ma” Ferguson in her second
term, and James V. Allred, this engrossing sequel takes its title from the notion that Texas politicians should give voters what they want (“When you cease to deliver
the biscuits they will not be for you any longer,” said Jim “Pa” Ferguson) while remaining wary of federal assistance (the dole) in a state where the economy is fueled
by oil pump jacks (nodding donkeys). Taking readers to an era when a self-serving group of Texas politicians operated in a system that was closed to anyone outside
the state’s white, wealthy echelons, Brown unearths a riveting, little-known history whose impact continues to ripple at the capitol.
American Labor in the Southwest Nov 27 2019 A collection of outstanding contributions on... The Western Federation of Miners James C. Foster, D. H. Dinwoodie
The Industrial Workers of the World Earl Bruce White, James Byrkit The Rise of Unionized Farm Workers H. L. Mitchell, Edward D. Beechert, Art Carstens Mexican
Labor, North and South of the Border John M. Hart, Rodney Anderson, David Maciel Labor and Politics Paul Mandel, George N. Green, Charles O. Rice
Texas Politics Today 2015-2016 Edition Jun 26 2022 TEXAS POLITICS TODAY encourages critical thinking and civic participation with ideas, essays, and questions
related to Texas politics, presented from different viewpoints. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Practicing Texas Politics Mar 12 2021 A market-leading text, Brown et al. has thoroughly updated its survey of Texas government with new coverage of public policy,
giving special attention to political developments since 2008. Discussion of the oil spill disaster off the Gulf Coast and extensive coverage of the 2010 general
election, and its results, provides students with the most up-to-date information available. New Selected Readings and chapter-opening cartoons have been included,
encouraging further discussion of timely topics, in addition to conflicts, within the state of Texas. Features, such as the completely new Students in Action, are
included within each chapter, to provide students with a wide range of views on current issues and relevant topics, as well as to present suggestions as to how they
can play an active role in Lone Star State politics. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Texas Monthly Jan 10 2021 Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment,
industry, and education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel,
restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
Modification of Volstead Act. Hearings ... Dec. 7-14, 1932 Jan 22 2022
Suffrage at 100 Jun 22 2019 Rafshoon, Bianca Rowlett, Sarah B. Rowley, Ana Stevenson, Barbara Winslow, Judy Tzu-Chun Wu, Nancy Beck Young
Governing Texas Jul 24 2019 The #1 package for thinking critically about the past, present, and future of Texas politics
Race and Class in Texas Politics Dec 21 2021 This major work on Texas politics explores the complicated relations between the politically disorganized Texas bluecollar class and the "rich and the fabulously rich," whose interests have been protected by "brilliant practitioners of horse trading, guile, the jovial but serious threat,
the offer that can't be refused."
Investigation of Illegal Or Improper Activities in Connection with 1996 Federal Election Campaigns Nov 07 2020
Democratizing Texas Politics Nov 19 2021 By the beginning of the twenty-first century, Texas led the nation in the number of Latino officeholders, despite the
state’s violent history of racial conflict. Exploring this and other seemingly contradictory realities of Texas’s political landscape since World War II, Democratizing
Texas Politics captures powerful, interrelated forces that drive intriguing legislative dynamics. These factors include the long history of Mexican American activism;
population growth among Mexican American citizens of voting age; increased participation among women and minorities at state and national levels in the
Democratic Party, beginning in the 1960s; the emergence of the Republican Party as a viable alternative for Southern conservatives; civil rights legislation; and the
transition to a more representative two-party system thanks to liberal coalitions. Culling extensive archival research, including party records and those of both Latino
activists and Anglo elected officials, as well as numerous interviews with leading figures and collected letters of some of Texas’s most prominent voices, Benjamin
Márquez traces the slow and difficult departure from a racially uniform political class to a diverse one. As Texas transitioned to a more representative two-party
system, the threat of racial tension and political exclusion spurred Mexican Americans to launch remarkably successful movements to ensure their incorporation.
The resulting success and dilemmas of racially based electoral mobilization, embodied in pivotal leaders such as Henry B. Gonzalez and Tony Sanchez, is vividly
explored in Democratizing Texas Politics.
Lone Star Politics, 3rd Edition Jun 02 2020 Lone Star Politics delves into the state's rich political tradition by exploring how myth often clashes with the reality of
everyday governance. Explaining who gets what and how within the state, this Nacogdoches author team provides an engaging narrative on the evolution of Texas
politics, utilizing the comparative method to set Texas in context with other states' constitutions, policymaking, electoral practices, and institutions. Responding to
user demand, Ken Collier, Steven Galatas, and Julie Harrelson-Stephens have split or added chapters to provide more in-depth coverage of much-desired topics,
including the legislature and legislative process, the governor and bureaucracy, parties and organized interests, as well as fiscal, criminal justice, and social policy.
In addition, new chapter objectives and critical thinking questions reinforce learning and encourage analysis. Beyond more depth and breadth, the new third edition
now features a full-color design. Lone Star Politics delivers well-crafted and colorful content without breaking the bank.
Hearings, July 19, 1941, March 12-14, July 30, Sept. 22-23, 1942 Oct 07 2020
Texas Monthly Sep 05 2020 Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment,
industry, and education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel,
restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
Lone Star Tarnished Aug 05 2020 Texas pride, like everything else in the state, is larger than life. So, too, perhaps, are the state’s challenges. Lone Star Tarnished,
2nd edition approaches public policy in the nation’s most populous "red state" from historical, comparative, and critical perspectives. The historical perspective
provides the scope for asking how various policy domains have developed in Texas history, regularly reaching back to the state’s founding and with substantial data
for the period 1950 to the present. In each chapter, Cal Jillson compares Texas public policy choices and results with those of other states and the United States in
general. Finally, the critical perspective allows us to question the balance of benefits and costs attendant to what is often referred to as "the Texas way" or "the Texas
model." Jillson delves deeply into seven substantive policy chapters, covering the most important policy areas in which state governments are active. The second
edition includes completely rewritten first and second chapters, as well as updates throughout the book and revised figures and tables. Through Jillson's lively and
lucid prose, students are well equipped to analyze how Texas has done and is doing compared to selected states and the national average over time and today.
Readers will also come away with the necessary tools to assess the many claims of Texas’s exceptionalism.
A Man Absolutely Sure of Himself May 02 2020 This is the first full biography of George Washington Littlefield, the Texas and New Mexico rancher, Austin banker
and businessman, University of Texas regent, and philanthropist. In just two decades, Littlefield’s business acumen vaulted him from debt to inclusion in 1892 on the
first list of American millionaires. A Man Absolutely Sure of Himself is a grand retelling of the life of a highly successful entrepreneur and Austin civic leader whose
work affected spheres from ranching and banking to civic development and academia. Littlefield’s cattle operations during the open range and early ranching
periods spanned a domain in New Mexico and Texas larger than the states of Delaware and Connecticut combined. In a unique contribution to ranching art,
Littlefield commissioned murals and bronze doors depicting scenes from his ranches to decorate Austin’s American National Bank, which he led for its first twenty-

eight years. Gracy provides new information about Littlefield’s term as University of Texas regent and the necessity of choosing between friendship and duty during
the university’s confrontation with Gov. James E. Ferguson. Proud of his Civil War service in Terry’s Texas Rangers, Littlefield funded one of the nation’s first centers
for Southern history. He also underwrote the school’s purchase of its first rare book library and its training programs preparing troops for World War I’s new combat
roles. Littlefield played a central role in advancing Austin from a cattleman’s town into the business center it wanted to become. His Littlefield Building, the tallest
office building between New Orleans and San Francisco when it was built, served for a generation as the prime location of the town’s business community. Author
David B. Gracy II, a relative of Littlefield, grounds his vivid prose in a lifetime of research into archival and family sources. His comprehensive biography illuminates
an exceptional figure, whose life singularly illustrates the evolution of Texas from Southern to Western to American.
Texas Monthly Jul 04 2020 Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment,
industry, and education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel,
restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
The Latina Advantage Oct 26 2019 During the past decade, racial/ethnic minority women have made significant strides in U.S. politics, comprising large portions of
their respective minority delegations both in Congress and in state legislatures. This trend has been particularly evident in the growing political presence of Latinas,
yet scholars have offered no clear explanations for this electoral phenomenon—until now. In The Latina Advantage, Christina E. Bejarano draws on national public
opinion datasets and a close examination of state legislative candidates in Texas and California to demonstrate the new power of the political intersection between
race and gender. Underscoring the fact that racial/ethnic minority women form a greater share of minority representatives than do white women among white
elected officials, Bejarano provides empirical evidence to substantiate previous theoretical predictions of the strategic advantage in the intersectionality of gender
and ethnicity in Latinas. Her evidence indicates that two factors provide the basis for the advantage: increasingly qualified candidates and the softening of perceived
racial threat, leading minority female candidates to encounter fewer disadvantages than their male counterparts. Overturning the findings of classic literature that
reinforce stereotypes and describe minority female political candidates as being at a compounded electoral disadvantage, Bejarano brings a crucial new perspective
to dialogues about the rapidly shifting face of America’s electorate.
Practicing Texas Politics Oct 19 2021 Updated with the latest issues, Brown/Langenegger/Garcia/Biles/Rynbrandt/Reyna/Huerta's PRACTICING TEXAS POLITICS,
18th Edition, gives you an insider's look at how public-policy making is conducted in the Lone Star State. It includes a special focus on the role of a growing Latino
population in all aspects of Texas government, actions of the 87th Regular Legislative Session, effects of the 2020 elections, the COVID-19 pandemic, the historic
February 2021 winter storm, and the impact of the oil and gas industry on state finances. Point/Counterpoint features offer opposing views of key controversial
issues, illustrating that there is rarely a single right answer to an issue. How Do We Compare? boxes spotlight the differences between Texas and other states, while
Students in Action features provide stories of students making meaningful impacts in their colleges, communities or the state. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Parks for Texas Aug 24 2019 State parks across Texas offer a world of opportunities for recreation and education. Yet few park visitors or park managers know the
remarkable story of how this magnificent state park system came into being during the depths of the Great Depression in the 1930s. Drawing on archival records and
examining especially the political context of the New Deal, James Wright Steely here provides the first comprehensive history of the founding and building of the
Texas state park system. Steely's history begins in the 1880s with the movement to establish parks around historical sites from the Texas Revolution. He follows the
fits-and-starts progress of park development through the early 1920s, when Governor Pat Neff envisioned the kind of park system that ultimately came into being
between 1933 and 1942. During the Depression an amazing cast of personalities from Franklin D. Roosevelt to Lyndon Johnson led, followed, or obstructed the drive
to create this state park system. The New Deal federal-state partnerships for depression relief gave Texas the funding and personnel to build 52 recreational parks
under the direction of the National Park Service. Steely focuses in detail on the activities of the Civilian Conservation Corps, whose members built parks from Caddo
Lake in the east to the first park improvements in the Big Bend out west. An appendix lists and describes all the state parks in Texas through 1945, while Steely's
epilogue brings the parks' story up to the present.
Practicing Texas Politics, 2017-2018 Edition May 14 2021 PRACTICING TEXAS POLITICS, 2017-2018 Edition, analyzes the practices and policies of the Lone Star
State and gives students a realistic introduction to how public-policy making is conducted there. This edition includes a special focus on the role of a growing Latino
population in all aspects of Texas government, the impact of the 2016 elections on the state, and the effect of a floundering oil and gas industry on state finances.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Lone Star Rising Jul 16 2021 Discusses the contradictions of Johnson's early life and career, including his years as congressman, senator, and majority leader
Upending American Politics Jan 28 2020 The election of Barack Obama in 2008 was startling, as was the victory of Donald Trump eight years later. Because both
presidents were unusual and gained office backed by Congresses controlled by their own parties, their elections kick-started massive counter-movements. The Tea
Party starting in 2009 and the "resistance" after November 2016 transformed America's political landscape. Upending American Politics offers a fresh perspective on
recent upheavals, tracking the emergence and spread of local voluntary citizens' groups, the ongoing activities of elite advocacy organizations and consortia of
wealthy donors, and the impact of popular and elite efforts on the two major political parties and candidate-led political campaigns. Going well beyond national
surveys, Theda Skocpol, Caroline Tervo, and their contributors use organizational documents, interviews, and local visits to probe changing organizational
configurations at the national level and in swing states. This volume analyzes conservative politics in the first section and progressive responses in the second to
provide a clear overview of US politics as a whole. By highlighting evidence from the state level, it also reveals the important interplay of local and national trends.
Texas Politics Today 2017-2018 Edition May 26 2022 TEXAS POLITICS TODAY is the standard in its coverage of Texas institutions, policies, and politics. It combines
a comparative approach with tightly integrated learning objectives and questions addressing the Texas GOVT2306 Core Objectives. The text closes the gap between
theory and practice with its Insiders and Politics in Practice features. The text reveals the inner workings of Texas elites, interest groups, campaign megadonors, and
policy makers. The authors tapped their resources among political activists and officeholders to provide students with exclusive essays written by essayists ranging
from the governor to campaign consultants to marijuana advocates, showing students how real-world politics operates in Texas. Texas Politics Today stimulates
critical thinking and civic participation with a special focus on current political issues ranging from immigration, LGBT politics, gun control policies, abortion laws,
and Latino politics to the culture wars in education. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Texas Politics Jul 28 2022 The fourth edition of this popular text is now expanded to better fit the needs of a standalone Texas Politics course. Jillson continues to
approach the politics of the Lone Star State from historical, developmental, and analytical perspectives, while giving students the most even-handed, readable, and
engaging description of Texas politics available today. Throughout the book students are encouraged to connect the origins and development of government and
politics in Texas--from the Texas Constitution, to party competition, to the role and powers of the Governor--to its current day practice and the alternatives possible
through change and reform. This text helps instructors prepare their students to master the origin and development of the Texas Constitution, the structure and
powers of state and local government in Texas, how Texas fits into the U.S. federal system, as well as political participation, the electoral process, and public policy in
Texas. Texas Politics offers instructors and students an unmatched range of pedagogical aids and tools. Each chapter opens with an engaging vignette and a series of
focus questions to orient readers to the learning objectives at hand and concludes with a chapter summary, a list of key terms, review questions, suggested readings,
and web resources. Key terms are bolded in the text, listed at the end of the chapter, and included in a glossary at the end of the book. Each chapter includes "Let's
Compare" boxes to help students see how Texas sits alongside other states, and "Pro & Con" boxes to bring conflicting political views into sharper focus. Tables,
figures, and photos throughout highlight the major ideas, issues, individuals, and institutions discussed.
Hearing Held in San Antonio, Texas, December 9-14, 1968 Feb 20 2022
Routledge Library Editions: The Economics and Politics of Oil Feb 08 2021 The books in this set, originally published between 1927 and 1996 discuss the oil industry
and its impact on the world economy in the twentieth century. The issues of trade, tax and energy policies as well as national security are all relevant to the
economics politics of oil and the volumes analyse and discuss: The extent to which American dominance in world affairs is based on the control of oil resources and
the changes which will inevitably take place with the end of the oil era. Discernible trends in such crucial areas as global petroleum supply and pricing, and the
international economic and political implications of both. The role of wealth maximisation, and wealth satisficing The impact of North Sea oil and gas on the British
economy. Relations between oil exporters and importers, and between the USA, Europe and the Arab world The most important strategic issues facing both the
producers and consumers of oil and gas.
Politics and the History Curriculum Feb 29 2020 The politicians and pastors who revised the Texas social studies standards made worldwide headlines. Politics and
the History Curriculum sets the debate over the Texas standards within a broad context of politics, religion, media, and education, providing a clear analysis of these
events and recommendations for teachers and policy makers.
Chasing Thugs, Nazis, and Reds Dec 29 2019 Texas Ranger Norman Dixon made the front pages of newspapers, but his rigid sense of integrity prevented him from
discussing his cases with his wife or his sons, or anyone else, even decades later. As a Ranger, Dixon broke up the largest oil field theft ring in Texas history, worked
to solve the most infamous cold case in Texas history, sought the Phantom Killer, investigated a near-mutiny by cadets and veterans on the campus of Texas A&M,
rushed to a rural county to head off a lynching, and kept watch over Texas during World War II. He became the go-to investigator for the director of the Texas
Department of Public Safety, governors, and the state legislature. During the final years of his career, which coincided with the McCarthy era in the 1950s, he was
the chief of internal security, charged with protecting Texans from the Red Menace. Using Ranger Dixon’s meticulously-kept diary entries, Kemp Dixon now tells his
father’s compelling story.
Texas Politics: Ideal and Reality Sep 29 2022 Packed with up-to-date coverage of the latest issues, Newell/Prindle/Riddlesperger's TEXAS POLITICS: IDEAL AND
REALITY, 14th Edition, helps you see how state politics impact your everyday life. Timely and relevant, it explores the Texas government through the lenses of three
main themes: the ideals of democratic theory, political conservatism and private influence over public policy. Thoroughly updated, it offers insightful coverage of the
2020 election results and their bizarre aftermath, voting versus abstention, immigration, climate change, the fight over mandatory child vaccinations, the ongoing
debate surrounding capital punishment, the Legislature's increasing partisan polarization, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on state politics and much more.

Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Texas Politics Today Apr 24 2022 Delivering unparalleled coverage of Texas institutions, policies and politics, Jones/Maxwell/Crain/Davis/Wlezien/Flores' TEXAS
POLITICS TODAY, 19th edition, combines a comparative approach with tightly integrated learning objectives and questions addressing the Texas GOVT2306 Core
Objectives. Covering the latest trends and issues, the text reveals the inner workings of Texas elites, interest groups, campaign megadonors and policymakers. Texas
Insiders and Politics in Practice features illustrate how real-world politics operate in Texas -- closing the gap between theory and practice. Equipping you to think
critically, it offers expanded coverage of ideology and social issues, Texas demographic changes, the importance of Latinos in Texas politics, political polarization,
legislative rules changes, districting, voting obstacles, criminal justice reforms and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Texas Politics Today, Enhanced Mar 24 2022 Delivering unrivaled coverage, TEXAS POLITICS TODAY, ENHANCED, 18th Edition combines a comparative approach
with tightly integrated learning objectives and questions addressing the Texas GOVT2306 Core Objectives. Reflecting the latest trends and issues, it offers expanded
coverage of ideology and social issues, Texas demographic changes, the rising importance of Latinos in Texas politics and the growing role of social and digital
media. It also includes a special focus on immigration, LGBT politics, gun control policies, abortion laws and the culture wars in education. First person essays from
the governor, political activists, campaign consultants and others illustrate how Texas politics works in real-world practice. Closing the gap between political theory
and reality, the text gives you a clear understanding of how Texas compares with other states. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Cowboy Conservatism Apr 12 2021 During the 1960s and 1970s, Texas was rocked by a series of political transitions. Despite its century-long heritage of solidly
Democratic politics, the state became a Republican stronghold virtually overnight, and by 1980 it was known as "Reagan Country.
Texas Politics 2015-2016 Aug 29 2022 TEXAS POLITICS: IDEAL AND REALITY critically compares Texas government and politics to the concepts of democratic
theory by raising three main themes: democratic ideals, conservatism, and conflict. Lively presentation of material encourages students to consider controversial
issues and debates. In the 2015-2016 Edition, new policy coverage, updates reflecting the Texas legislative session that ended in June 2014, and new “Texas Politics
and You” features that ask students to become directly involved in current and contentious issues, often through social media, keep this book cutting edge.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Economics and Politics of the United States Oil Industry, 1920-1990 Dec 09 2020 This book, originally published in 1996, traces the development of US
government policy toward the oil industry during the 1920s and 1930s when the domestic syustem of production control was established. It then charts the
deveopment and collapse of oil import controls, and the wild scramble for economic rents generated by Government regulation. It discusses the two oil crises and the
‘phantom’ Gulf War crisis, and the importance of public opinion in shaping the policy agenda. It also provides an in-depth study of Congressional oil votes from the
1950s to the 1980s and the formation of oil policy, beginning with theories of economic regulation, the role of interest groups in developing the policy agenda and
the role of money in politics.
Congressional Record Sep 25 2019 The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published
daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and
Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Texas Politics Aug 17 2021 The fifth edition of this popular text is now expanded and updated to better fit the needs of a stand-alone Texas Politics course. Jillson
continues to approach the politics of the Lone Star State from historical, developmental, and analytical perspectives, while giving students the most even-handed,
readable, and engaging description of Texas politics available today. Throughout the book students are encouraged to connect the origins and development of
government and politics in Texas--from the Texas Constitution, to party competition, to the role and powers of the Governor--to its current day.
Texas Politics Oct 31 2022 Packed with up-to-date coverage of the latest issues, Newell/Prindle/Riddlesperger's TEXAS POLITICS: IDEAL AND REALITY, 14th
Edition, helps you see how state politics impact your everyday life. Timely and relevant, it explores the Texas government through the lenses of three main themes:
the ideals of democratic theory, political conservatism and private influence over public policy. Thoroughly updated, it offers insightful coverage of the 2020 election
results and their bizarre aftermath, voting versus abstention, immigration, climate change, the fight over mandatory child vaccinations, the ongoing debate
surrounding capital punishment, the Legislature's increasing partisan polarization, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on state politics and much more. In
addition, MindTap equips you with digital anytime, anywhere learning solutions to help you maximize your course success.
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